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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing is the latest distributed computing paradigm and Workflows have been frequently used to model large-scale scientific problems in
areas such as bioinformatics, astronomy, and physics. Such scientific workflows have ever-growing data and computing requirements and therefore
demand a high-performance computing environment in order to be executed in a reasonable amount of time. The workflows are commonly modeled
as a set of tasks interconnected via data or computing dependencies. Cloud computing is the latest distributed computing paradigm and it offers
tremendous opportunities to solve large-scale scientific problems. Presents various challenges need to be addressed in order to be efficiently utilized
for workflow applications. The existing system works fail to meet the user‟s quality of service (QoS) requirements or to incorporate some basic
principles of cloud computing such as the elasticity and heterogeneity of the computing resources. In addition to that this project proposes a resource
provisioning and scheduling strategy for scientific workflows on infrastructure as a service and platform as services clouds. Presents an algorithm
based on the particle swarm optimization (PSO), which aims to minimize the overall workflow execution cost while meeting deadline constraints.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Scientific work flows [3] such as computing resources and ever-growing data and demands a
high-performance computing cloud environment in order to be executed in a logical amount of time. These work
flows are commonly modeled as a set of tasks via computing dependencies or interconnected data. The distributed
resources have been studied extensively over the years, focusing on environments like grids and clusters. However,
with the emergence of new paradigms such as cloud computing, novel approaches that address the particular
challenges and opportunities of these technologies need to be developed.

Distributed environments have evolved from shared community proposals to usage-based models; the present of
these being cloud environments. This novel technology enables the delivery of cloud related resources over the
Inter communication system [4] and follows a usage-as-you-go model where users are charged based on their
consumption. There are various types of cloud providers [5], each of which has different product offerings. They
are classified into a hierarchy of as-a-service terms: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).

The existing characteristic of preceding works developed for group of grids and resources is their center of attention
on meeting application deadlines (total amount of time taken receive application) of the workflow though ignoring
the cost of the exploit infrastructure. Even suited for such policies developed, environments for clouds are obliged
to consider the usage-per-use model of the infrastructure in order to avoid prohibitive and preventable costs.

Our proposed work is based on the meta-heuristic optimization technique, particle swarm optimization (PSO). PSO
is based on a swarm of particles moving through hole and converse with each other in order to finding an optimal
search direction. PSO have been better totaling performance than other evolutionary algorithms [6] and fewer
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parameters to tune, which makes it easier to implement. Many problems in different areas has been successfully
addressed by adapting PSO to specific domains; for instance this technique has been used to solve problems in
areas such as reactive voltage control [7] , pattern recognition[8] and data mining[9],among others. In this paper,
proposed system develops a static cost-minimization.
The main contributions of this paper are:
1. To define the problem of scheduling prioritized workflow ensembles under budget and deadline
constraints.
2. To analyze and develop several dynamic and static algorithms for task scheduling and resource
provisioning that rely on workflow structure information (critical shortest paths and workflow levels) and
estimates of task runtimes in multi cloud providers
3. To evaluate these algorithms using infrastructure model and the application, taking into account
reservations in task runtime estimates, provisioning delays, and failures.
4. To discuss the performance of the algorithms on a set of synthetic workflow ensembles based on important,
real scientific applications, using a broad range of different application scenarios and varying constraint
values.
5. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work followed by the main
contribution resource allocated and scheduling models as well as the problem definition in Section 3.
Section 4 gives a brief introduction to NPSO while and explains the proposed approach. Finally, Section 5
presents the evaluation of the algorithm followed by the conclusions and future work described in Section
6 and Section 7.

2. EXISTING SYSTEM
The existing system develops a static cost-minimization, deadline-constrained heuristic for scheduling a scientific
workflow application in a cloud environment. The approach considers fundamental features of IaaS providers such
as the dynamic provisioning and heterogeneity of unlimited computing resources. Achieve the both scheduling and
resource provisioning are merged and modeled as an optimization problem. PSO is then used to solve such problem
and produce a schedule defining not only the task to resource mapping, but also the number of nodes to be assigned.

DRAWBACKS
1. Adaptable only in situations where same initial set of resource availability.
2. Suitable for single cloud service provider environment only.
3. Data transfer cost is not considered between different cloud data centers.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system contains all the existing system implementation. In addition, it extends the resource model to
consider the data transfer cost between data centers so that nodes can be deployed on different regions. The
algorithm include a task is assigned to a node with sufficient memory to execute it will be included in the algorithm.
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It assigns different options for the selection of the initial resource pool. For example, for the given task, the different
set of initial resource requirements is assigned.

ADVANTAGES
1. Adaptable in situation where the multiple set of initial resource are availability.
2. Suitable for multiple cloud service provider environments.
3. Data transfer cost is reduced between different cloud data centers.

4. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
Input: Set of workflow task T, Initial Resources R,
Set Dimensional Particle dp, Set Entropy Ө,
Set Optimal Best opbest, Set Optimal Global Best ogbest
Output: Multi cloud Provider Scheduling
1. Set the dimension of the particle to dp
2. Initialized the population of particles with velocities and random position.
3. For each particle, calculated its Entropy values Ө
4. Compare the particle‟s Entropy Ө value with the particle‟s opbest.
If the current Ө values is better than opbest then set opbest to the current value and location
5. Compare the particle‟s Entropy Ө value with Global best ogbest.
If the current Ө values is better than ogbest then set ogbest to the current value and location
Update the position and velocity of the particle
VXi (t+1) =V Xi (t) + V Vi (t)
6. Repeat from Step 3 until the stopping criterion is met

5. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
5.1. Cloud Provider Module
This module is used to add the cloud provider details to the database table. The cloud provider id and the cloud
provider name are added to the table. All the record details can be viewed using the Grid View control in a form.
The „Cloud Providers‟ table is used to store the records. The resource details must include which cloud provider id
it belongs to.

5.2 Resources Module
This module is used to add the resource details to the database table. The resource id and the resource name and
cloud provider id are added to the table. All the record details can be viewed using the Grid View control in a form.
The „Resources‟ table is used to store the records. The cloud provider ids are fetched from the „Cloud Providers‟
table and any one id is selected as resource type for this record.
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5.3. Process Module
This module is used to add the process details to the database table. The process id and the process name are added
to the table. All the record details can be viewed using the Grid View control in a form. The „Processes‟ table is
used to store the records. The details regarding which process use which resource is added later. The task details
contain which process it belongs to.

5.4. Assign Process/Resource Module
This module is used to add the process/resource details to the database table. The process resource id (used as
primary key), process id and the resource id are added to the table. All the record details can be viewed using the
Grid View control in a form. The „Process Resource‟ table is used to store the records. The details regarding which
process use which resource is assigned here.

5.5. Tasks Module
This module is used to add the task details to the database table. The task id and the task name and process id,
resource id and time taken in that resource are added to the table. All the record details can be viewed using the Grid
View control in a form. The „Task‟ table is used to store the records. The process ids are fetched from the
„Processes‟ table and any one id is selected as process id for this record. The relationship between process id and
task id is one-to-many relationship.

5.6. Execution Time Matrix Generation Module
This module generates the execution time matrix in which number of resources is taken as columns and tasks are
taken as rows and the time the tasks taken to complete in those resources are stored as values.

5.7. Transfer Time Matrix Generation Module
This module generates the transfer time matrix in which number of taken are taken as columns and rows (square
matrix is prepared) and the time a task transfers the data to other task is stored as values. So, the diagonal elements
are always zero since same task has no data transfer operation.

5.8. Schedule Generation Module
Initially, the set of resources to lease R and the set of tasks to resource mappings M are empty and the total
execution cost TEC and time TET are set to zero. After this, the algorithm estimates the execution time of each
workflow task on every resource ri Rinitial. This is expressed as a matrix in which the rows represent the tasks, the
columns represent the resources and the entry ExeTimei, j represent the time it takes to run task ti on resource rj.
This time is calculated using Equation (1). The next step is the calculation of the data transfer time matrix. Such
matrix is represented as a weighted adjacency matrix of the workflow DAG where the entry TransferTimei, j
contains the time it takes to transfer the output data of task ti to task tj. This value is taken from database and is zero
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whenever ij or there is no directed edge connecting ti and tj. An example of these matrices is shown in Figure a) and
b) below.

6. CONCLUSION
The dissertation presented the SEMO (Superior Element Multitude Optimization) algorithm which is used to
predict the least time computation in the cloud provider area. In addition, the dissertation compared the time
evaluation work between one dynamic resource flows to another process flow of dynamic resource in the cloud
environment. In addition, it extends resource model to consider the data centers between data transfer cost so that
nodes can be deployed on different regions. Extending the algorithm to include heuristics that ensure a task is
assigned to a node with sufficient memory to execute it will be included in the algorithm. Also, it assigns the
different options for selection of initial resource pool. In addition, data transfer cost between data center are also
calculated as to minimize the cost of execution in multi cloud services provider environments.

The future

development for this dissertation is designed as web service and it can be integrated in many web sites. Also, it will
be implemented in PaaS and SaaS service model. In addition, the future enhancement will plan to analyses
performance of cost estimation based on multi-processor work in the cloud.
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